**FAI Jury Report on Spacemodelling World Cup Competition**

**“Chelomei Cup 2016”**

| Competition and competition classes | “Chelomei Cup 2016”  
| | S4A (33 competitors)  
| | S6A (39 competitors)  
| | S9A (38 competitors)  
| | S7 (11 competitors)  
| | S8E/P (10 competitors) |

| Date and venue | Baikonur, Kazakhstan (Cosmodrome Baikonur), held from 16 to 19 September, 2016 |

| Organizer | International Space School of City Baikonur (ISS) |

| Participating countries | Belarus, Kazakhstan, Russia, Slovenia, Uzbekistan |

| Contest director | Mr. SHATALOV Dmitriy (Russia)  
| Range safety officers | Mr. VISHNYAKOV Andrey (Russia)  
| | Mr. DUCAK Andrij (Slovenia) |

| Names of the FAI jury members | 1. Mr. CUDEN Joze (Slovenia), president  
| | 2. Mr. OXENENKO Alexey (Kazakhstan)  
| | 3. Mr. KCRYAPIN Alexey (Russia)  
| | 4. Mr. LIFAI Aliaksandr (Belarus), reserve member |

| Advance information | Information bulletin distributed on time |

| Schedule of competition | 16 September, Friday  
| | Arrival, registration of participants.  
| | 20.00-21.00 Supper  
| | 21.00-21.30 Meeting of teams representatives and judges  
| | 21.00-22.30 Delivery of S7 models for judging |

| 17 September, Saturday | 08.00-08.30 Breakfast  
| | 09.00-10.00 Opening ceremony of the event at ISS  
| | 11.00-11.30 Lunch  
| | 11.30-12.00 Departure to the launching site  
| | 12.00-13.30 Training flights  
| | 13.00-14.00 Registration of S6A models  
| | 14.15-17.55 S6A flights  
| | 18.00-18.30 Departure from the launching site  
| | 19.00-20.00 Supper |

| 18 September, Sunday | 07.20-07.50 Breakfast  
| | 08.00-08.30 Departure to the launching site  
| | 09.00-09.30 Registration of S8E/P models  
| | 09.30-12.27 S8E/P flights  
| | 12.30-13.00 Lunch  
| | 13.00-13.30 Registration of S4A models  
| | 13.45-17.25 S4A flights  
| | 18.00-18.30 Departure from the launching site  
| | 19.00-20.00 Supper |

| 19 September, Monday | 07.20-07.50 Breakfast  
| | 08.00-08.30 Departure to the launching site  
| | 08.45-09.00 Registration of S9A models  
| | 09.15-12.55 S9A flights  
| | 13.00-14.00 Lunch  
| | 14.00-16.30 S7 flights  
| | 17.00-17.30 Departure from the launching site  
| | 18.00-19.00 Supper |

Awarding ceremony at the banquet (26 September)
| Duration of rounds          | S4A - Three rounds of 1 h, 10 min.  
|                            | S6A - Three rounds of 1 h, 10 min.  
|                            | S9A - Three rounds of 1 h, 10 min.  
|                            | S7 - Two rounds in open slot of two hours,  
|                            | S8E/P - Four rounds of 17 minutes.  
| Breaks between rounds      | 10 minutes (S8E/P)  
| Maximum duration of each round | 70 minutes  
| Interruptions and delays   | No  
| Weather and visibility     | Sunny (temperature from 14 degrees in the morning to 27 degrees in the afternoon), wind speed from 2 to 7 m/s, horizontal visibility over 15 kilometres.  
| Flight line changes of position | No  
| Number of flying sites     | Six  
| Number of competitors per launching site/class | Not more than seven  
| Local rules or deviations from Sporting Code | Competition conducted according FAI sporting code  
| Alteration of the schedule | No  
| Any additional sporting activity | No  
| Observations on time-keeping/judging | Very correct  
| Comments on ground facilities | High Standard  
| Prize-giving and issue of results | The winners in all classes received diplomas and cups at the awarding ceremony on the banquet at ISS. PC data processing was at the airfield. Score lists with marked juniors were posted immediately after each round on scoreboard. Bulletin with final score lists was distributed to all participating countries (teams) after the competition and sent by e-mail to the participants.  
| Any incident or accident    | No  
| Protests                   | No  
| Comments on accommodation, food, entry fees and other expenses | Accommodation at ISS hotel was satisfactory. Full board was available for all participants. Meals were served in ISS (breakfast and supper) and at the airfield (lunch). Additional food and beverages were available in the restaurant at the airfield. Entry fee was 30 EUR as announced in FAI contest calendar.  
| Final comments and evaluation of the contest | The organization of the event was excellent. The transportation for all participants was organized each day from the ISS hotel to the launching site and back. Organizers provided tents with tables and chairs on the airfield for all competitors of each participating country. The airfield was a flat area open to all directions without any obstacles and assured perfect conditions for running the competition of the highest level. Excursion to Cosmodrome Baikonur was organized for interested participants after event on Friday, 23 September.  

Baikonur, 26 September, 2016

FAI Jury:

Mr. CUDEN Joze (Slovenia), president

Mr. OXENENKO Alexey (Kazakhstan)

Mr. KORYAPIN Alexey (Russia)

Mr. LIPAI Aliaksandr (Belarus), reserve member
FAI jury and FAI judges:

**JURY FAI:**
Mr. CUDEJEN Joze (Slovenia) - Chairman of jury
Mr. OXENENKO Alexey (Kazakhstan) - the judge of jury
Mr. KORYAPIN Alexey (Russia) - the judge of jury

**RESERVE JURY FAI:**
Mr. LIPAI Aliaksandr (Belarus) - for S6A, S8E/P, S7

**Range Safety Officer for S4A, S6A:**
Mr. VISHNYAKOV Andrey (Russia)

**Range Safety Officer for S7, S9A, S8E/P:**
Mr. DUCAK Andrija (Slovenia)

**Assistant RSO:**
Mr. DUCAK Andrija (Slovenia) - for S4A, S6A
Mr. VISHNYAKOV Andrey (Russia) - for S8E/P
Mr. SERGIENKO Grigory (Russia) - for S7, S9A

**Scale Model's Judges:**
Mr. KHOKHLOV Vladimir (Russia) - Chief judge of scale
Mr. ZAGORODNIY Alexander (Russia) - judge of scale
Mr. PARAKHIN Sergey (Kazakhstan) - judge of scale
Mr. ZIMKIN Dmitriy (Uzbekistan) - measurement
Mrs. LEBEDEVA Svetlana (Kazakhstan) - measurement

**SPORT DIRECTOR:**
Mr. PROSHALIGIN Evgeniy (Kazakhstan)

**CONTEST DIRECTOR:**
Mr. SHATALOV Dmitriy (Russia)

**Secretary:**
Mrs. IVANOVA Larisa (Russia)